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Every life comes to an end. and when it does, it leaves behind the complex  
question of how to best honor the loved one we’ve lost, how to celebrate a life, and 
how to ease our sorrow.

Remember seeing a face for the first time, or an entire lifetime shared. When we plan a memorial, we 

are laying a cornerstone for our memories -- a foundation for how we will always remember the person we’ve lost.

Celebrate a life. tragically short, or long and full, each life has the unique ability to touch those around it. 

as we move forward without our loved one, it is important to celebrate the gifts they have given us and the way 

they made our world better just by being a part of it.

Heal from the sorrow of loss. What starts here today will be a process of healing that lasts a lifetime -- a 

process that begins with the peace of mind knowing we have done our best to commemorate the life of someone 

we love.

at trigard, we believe in the best; remembering the best, celebrating the best and, 
most of all, in the healing that comes from doing our best. We believe this shines 
through in our products, our people and our service. it is our pleasure to provide you 
with the opportunity to do the very best that you can for your loved one — and our 
honor to be allowed to participate as you remember, celebrate and heal.

REmEmbER. cElEbRatE. hEal.



if you or your loved one have chosen cremation, these processes of memorialization and celebration 

are no less important than if you were planning a traditional burial service. this is why we are 

pleased to provide you with a variety of cremation memorial options -- helping you to choose the 

best way to remember your loved one, celebrate their life and begin to heal.

alWays REmEmbER.

stREngth.  vERsat i l i ty.  PEacE.

at trigard, giving the best is an idea that starts 

with our urn vault design and continues through to 

the value we place on the successful celebration 

of a life. as you make plans to memorialize 

your loved one, peace of mind is a key issue 

for proper healing to begin. through the strength 

and versatility of our products, we help you to find 

that peace — providing the assurance that you 

have given your very best as you commemorate 

the life of someone you love.

concrete

butyl tape 
seal

polymer 
layers

White marble aegean®

all things pass away, but memories remain. and when we have lost someone dear to us, remembering 

their life and celebrating what they brought to ours is an integral part of the healing process.
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immediate and secure seal

Decorative exterior

With honors option

Reinforced urn vault

vacuum formed polymer liner

appliqué option*

heavy polymer exterior liner

Decorative corner columns and moldings

metal wrap on cover

metal interior wrap

aegean® Elite®

millennium®

FEatURE comPaRison

tiER 1 tiER 2* tiER 3*

*additional options available, prices will vary

trilogy® Reflection®

tiER 3tiER 1 tiER 2*an appliqué can be placed on the top or sides of an aegean or Elite urn vault. 
  a trilogy simulated stone and Reflection urn vault can accommodate a top appliqué.

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  
Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” 
Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed

Exterior: 14.5” x 17.5” x 13.5”  
Interior: 10” x 13” x 10.25

Exterior: 15” x 15” x 18”  
Interior: 12” x 12”  top tapering to 11” x 11” 
Cavity: 14” top to bottom when closed



PERsonal iZat ion

With honoRs

honor those who have distinguished themselves with 
military service. Whether your loved one has served and 
retired, or fallen in the line of duty, these options allow you 
to memorialize them with pride, in a way that recognizes 
the sacrifices they made for our freedom.

t iER  1

Polymer liner = 1 Layer of Protection

aPPliqUé

Faces and places define the boundaries of a lifetime of 
memories. trigard appliqué images have been carefully 
selected to serve as backdrops to your cherished family 
photos. choose from over 30 images and let our graphic 
artists create a tribute for your loved one.

White marble with honors emblem

black marble

White marble    

MILLENNIUM®

*bronze urn not included



Trilogy®

strong and durable, the trilogy urn vault is produced in a manner similar to full-size concrete burial vaults. the 
interior is lined with a thermoformed polymer liner, while the exterior is decoratively textured. cover emblems are 
also available.

t iER  2

concrete + Polymer liner = 2 Layers of Protection

With honoRs & aPPliqUéFinish oPtions

brown

simulated stone

simulated stone with custom Roses appliqué

brown with honors Emblem



the aegean urn vault represents a leap forward in both protection and options. this concrete urn vault, completely 
encased in two layers of high impact polystyrene, is both strong and beautiful. in addition, the polymer exterior 
provides a variety of refined finish options not available in uncoated concrete models. 

Finish options for the aegean include white marble and rose granite. intricate moldings and decorative corner 
columns add to this classic look. the aegean Ultra, a lightweight concrete version, is also available.

tiER 2
®

AEGEAN®

t iER 2

Rose granite with Pink Floral appliqué

outer layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer liner = 3 Layers of Protection

White marble with honors army Flag appliqué

With honoRs & aPPliqUéFinish oPtions

White 
marble

Rose
granite

also available as lightweight aegean Ultra



above you rests a healing tree, 

with branches to the sky.

its roots planted deeply 

connecting you and i.

its shape, its trunk, its stature, 

represent your life.

the trials and tribulations, 

the joys, the tears, the strife.

From the healing tree i shall take 

a ring shaped like a dove

a ring to hold precious memories 

of your unforgotten love.

outer layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer liner = 3 Layers of Protection

tiER 3
®

Healing Tree®

t iER 2

hEaling tREE PoEm

available in white marble only and as an aegean or Elite urn vault.

the healing tree is part of a trigard celebration of life package that allows your family to participate in an 
interactive graveside  ceremony. 

the healing tree includes twenty dove-shaped memory Rings, one of which is affixed to the textured urn vault 
cover plate. after the special poem is read, family and friends can say their goodbyes as they take a memory Ring 
as a keepsake. 

the healing tree ceremony provides closure and creates new memories that are forever etched into your heart.

memory Ring®



the Reflection builds on the same basic features as the trilogy – a strong concrete urn vault with a thermoformed 
polymer liner and high quality exterior finish.

but this urn vault truly shines with an additional protective layer of hand-crafted interior sheeting. Fitted inserts of 
stainless steel, copper or bronze make the Reflection a picture of enduring strength and beauty.

honor series

copper with mums appliqué

interior & cover metal liner + concrete + Polymer liner = 3 Layers of Protection

tiER 3
®

REFLECTION®

t iER 3

stainless 
steel

copperbronze

With honoRs & aPPliqUémEtal & Finish oPtions

 Pink is available with stainless steel only.



White marble with stainless steel and honors emblem

Rose granite with copper and 
Fishing appliqué wrap

tiER 3
®

ELITE®

t iER 3

interior & cover metal liner + outer layer of Polymer + concrete + Polymer liner = 4 Layers of Protection

White 
marble

stainless 
steel

copperbronze

With honoRs & aPPliqUémEtal & Finish oPtions

our finest urn vault, the Elite, combines the strength and beauty of the aegean with another layer of protection and 
additional custom options. For the Elite, hand-crafted sheeting of stainless steel, copper, or bronze is bonded to the 
interior lining, while a matching metal cap is added to the exterior cover. 

Finish options for the Elite include white marble and rose granite. Decorative emblems and appliqués are also 
available, for an added level of personalization. 

healing tree option also available.

Rose
granite


